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“ (01. 18-55) 8 Claims. 

This invention relates to tampons and more 
particularly to the type employed during the 
menstrual period. The primary object of the 
invention is to provide an improved method and 
apparatus for manufacturing the same. ~ 
The invention especially relates to a. method 

for producing a tampon composed in whole or in 
part of cellulose or viscose sponge materials, or 
of other materials of similar characteristics, a 
tampon of this character being shown in my 
Patent No. 2,254,272, dated September 2, 1941. 
An object of the present invention is to provide 
a simpli?ed method, by which a tampon of such 
material or of other material, can be rapidly 
made in quantity and at a minimum of manufac 
turing cost. . - 

Still another object of the invention is to pro 
vide an improved assembling method whereby 
tampons can be speedily and effectively inserted 
in applicators of the telescopic type, namely, those 
in which a plunger slidably ?ts within a tube in 
which the tampon is contained. 
These and other objects are attained by the in- - 

vention, a more particular description of which 
will hereinafter appear and be set forth in the 
claims appended hereto._ 
In the accompanying drawings, Fig. 1 shows a 

strip of cellulose or viscose sponge or other ma 
terial of similar characteristics, indicating how 
the tampon bodies are cut therefrom; 

Fig, 2 is a face view of one of the tampon bodies 
with the withdrawal string attached to the same; 

Fig. 3 is a sectional view on the line 3—-3 of 
Fig. 2; 

Fig. 4 is a perspective view showing a tampon 
body engaged by a forked holder constituting a 
part of the tampon-compressing means; 

Fig. 5 shows a tampon body held by the rotat 
ing forked holder and about to be inserted into 
the compressing tube; 

Fig. 6 shows how the tampon body is compressed 
within the compressing tube; 

Fig. '7 is a perspective view of the compressed 
tampon; 

Fig. 8 is a side view, with parts in section, of 
the means for inserting the tampon into its ap-' 
plicator; 

Fig. 9 is a sectional view on the line 9-9 of 
Fig. 8, looking in the direction of the arrows; 

Fig. 10 is a vertical sectional view through the 
means for inserting the tampon in an applicator; 

Fig. 11 is an enlarged side view of the tampon 
in its applicator; 

Fig. 12 is a face view of ‘a modi?ed form of 
tampon body, and 
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Fig. 13 shows the tampon body of Fig. 12 trans 
versely folded and having the withdrawal string 
looped through it, » 
The tampon is preferably, but not necessarily, 

a single~piece section of cellulose or viscose sponge 
material or a material of generally similar char- ' 
acteristics, and for simplicity and economy in 
manufacture, the body of the tampon may be 
stamped out or cut from sheet sponge, prefer 

,. ably in strip form, and preferably, but not neces 
sarily, the width of a tampon. Such a strip is 
disclosed at I in Fig. l and by being severed on 
the diagonal lines 2 extending transversely of 
the strip I , the wedge-shaped tampon bodies 3 
may be very rapidly and economically cut from 
the strip without material waste. When out from 
the strip, each tampon body consists of a rela 
tively ?at but fairly thick sheet 3 which is wider 
at one end than at the other, the wider end 5 
being the top or “head” of the tampon, the nar 
rower end 4 being the bottom or rear end. In 
other words, the tampon body is preferably of 
wedge or so-lcalled “keystone” shape. I have 
found it desirable to form the'bodies of-the tam 
pons into this shape because such a shape not 
only tends to prevent accidental dislodgement of 
the tampon from the vaginal cavity but it also 
presents the greater mass of absorbent mate 
rial where it is most needed, namely, at the en 
trance to the uterus. 
To a tampon body of the shape described is 

secured a withdrawal string in any suitable man 
ner, an example of a suitable means of attach 
ment being by the extension of a line of stitching 
6 down the center of the tampon body as clearly 
shown in Fig. 2, the stitching-being continued be 
yond the narrower end 4 of the tampon for a 
sufficient length to provide a_ ?owing or free 
end 1 used as a pull string by which the tampon 
is withdrawn from the vaginal ori?ce. 
The tampon body, in either the form shown in 

Fig. 2, or of other suitable shape, is next engaged 
by a suitable rotating holder, such as the mem 
ber 8, which is bifurcated or forked to produce 
the spaced prongs 9 which frictionally or other 
wise engage or grip the tampon body between 
them and ?rmly hold it along its center line, 
while the holder 8 is then rotated about its longi 
tudinal axis. While the tampon body 3 is so held 
and is being rotated while in the grip of the 
holder 8, it is inserted within a compressing tube, 
which is provided at its mouth or entrance end 
with a conical portion in facilitating the inser 
tion of the tampon into it. As the tampon is 
moved downwardly while being rotated, it passes 
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from the conical portion In into the reduced 
diameter portion ll of the compressing tube, 
the internal diameter of the latter being that 
to which the tampon is to be compressed. It 
will be obvious that when the tampon is rotated 
within the portion ll of the compressing tube, 
the tampon will be rolled up and compressed into 
a cylindrical body conforming in diameter to the 
interior of the tubular portion ll of the com; 
pressing tube, the resultant tampon being shown 
in Fig. '7. 
While the tampon body so compressed will be 

of uniformly cylindrical shape due to its con 
formation to the interior of the tube ,1 l, certain. 
portions of the tampon body will have been com. 
pressed more than others, due to the use of 
more material in the ?rst-mentioned. parts. 
That is to say, the wider end ‘porti'o'n'?iof the 
tampon having more material in it than the. 
narrower end 4, it is obyious that the end 5 will 
bgrsqllireqis he moreoompressed. than the nar 
rower end to result in theformation of a cylin~ 
drical body of uniform diameter. On the other 
hand, the wider end of theftampon, after being 
insortgd. the vasinaaed. subjected to the men 
strual flouwili spread: to itsnorrnal width and 
wi11 P17956131? the, greatest area. at the location 
where. it is) most required,_ namely, at the en 
tranoetto the uterus, Moreover, the wedge shape 
of the. temp bQQY ill/11111361161, to hold. it securely 
within the v gina and’ preventits accidental dis 
lods'emsnt thgroirqma 
The cqmgrsssedl enrolled-up tampon, shown in 

Fig.__ rIfis re‘ d-y- for; use, and can be inserted in 
the vaginal. 913.1168, b.81-thrllsiins,itinrosition with 
the?ngersi or it may be. inserted in an, applica 
torwhichincludesaplunger by means of which 
thatampgn. is expelled from its applicator and 
into: the; vagina5 Anrapplioator of this charac 
torv usually consistszof _a larger-diameter sleeve 
ortube 22 ofcardboard onshnilar material and 
containing ,the tampon” and’ a, smaller-diameter 
push-tube or plunger 23,. also ofvcardboard, said 
plunger bieinglarranged telescopically in relation 
tQ-thé tube 2.2,» the, smaller tube constituting thev 
meansi'by which ,the__tarnpon\ is; expelled from 
the, tube1122. ‘ ' 
In Figs. 8; grand lqis shown-‘the means by 

whighihé tai'nsoestcan-f be expeditiously inserted 
in applicators of the character ,justdescribed. 
saidmsans includss a. Supporting base, table’. or 
other ?etsvppgri 'Hmmwhicha sleeve M 
arises,’ the’ sleevelhaving/ a xbasew?arige H. by 
means? of Which‘it‘ is’, fastened to‘ the?top, of the 
table [8. Located , crmcentrically-v within the 
sleeve 14 and ‘spaced from the inner wall sur 
faces thereof, isaa smaller-diameter sleeve 2!], 
the. spacing. of ,the same,v ‘from ‘the,: inside of‘ the 
outer sleeve l4 providing an annular chamber 
2|”(Fig. 9) to. closely accommodate one of the 
tubes 23. in an upright position. 
The inner sleeve 20 extendsthrough the table 

l8 to the under side thereof, said sleeve 26 being 
provided with the ?ange 24 by'means of which it 
is secured to the under surface of the table and’ 
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having a nipple portion 251-f01‘ attachment to a ' 
suction tube 26. Suction tube 2iiextends from 
a suitable mechanism‘ by- means of which suc 
tion is exerted through the tube 26 to cause 
the withdrawal string 1' of a tampon inserted in 
one of the tubes 22 to be drawn, down through, 

70 

the sleeve 2i} and consequently. through the‘. 
plunger sleeve‘ 23 which surrounds sleeve 28. 
When thetampons are to be inserted intotu“. 

hula? applicators. Of. the; character ‘described. 011i 

4 
possibly of other construction, a compressing 
device as shown in Fig. 10 may be employed. 
Such a compressing device may be similar to 
that shown in Figs. 5 and 6 but may be provided 
with a ?ared end is adapted to fit over the end 
of an applicator tube 22 which is placed around 
the upper end of the sleeve 20, and the plunger 
or. push-tube 23 then disposed between the 
sleeve wand the outer sleeve M. It will be 
noted that the sleeve I4 is provided at its top 
with a radial flange 18 upon which the tube 22 
rests while the tampon is being inserted within 
the same. ‘ 

In carrying out-the procedure of inserting a 
tampon in the. applicator, one of the plunger 
tubes 23 is ?rst dropped in place in the annular 
chamber 2! located between the sleeves M and 
26 and it comes to rest upon the top of the table 
it with a portion of it projecting above the top 
or flanged end N3 of the sleeve M. The inner 
sleeve 28, rises above the top of the table I3 for 
av distance equal to the length of .the upwardly 
projecting part ofnthe plunger tube 23, so that 
said inner sleeve also, projects above the top of 
the outer,sleeve.,l_4_ ‘ 

Next,_ a cardboard applicator tube 221s placed 
about the protruding portion of- the tube 23, the 
tube iiihaving its lower end brought to rest on 
the flange, it and standing upright. The com 
pressing tube is then brought downwardly to 
bring its flared end, !'3 over the open ‘top of the 
applicator tube 22,‘ and, a plunger 12, which may 
be the forked, member, 8,‘ forces the tampon 3 
out;..of; the. tubal ly and down into the applicator 
tube 222. to an, extent permitted by the upper ends 
of the sleeve 20 and tube M or either of. them if 
one of them extends upwardly more than the 
oth._E1?,-. The parts of the device in- the positions 
just described are. shown in Fig; 10, 
Whilethe. tampon is; being inserted into. the 

applicator, or perhaps at, the ends» of the insert. 
ing stroke of theyplunger: l2, the suction-exert 
ing means is set in operationto create the exer 
tion- of suction through- the tube, 26 to thereby 
drawthe string ldown through the sleeve 20 
as shown in Fig. 10. Thegresult of this is that 
when the ?lledaapplicator, consisting of the tubes 
22 1a_r;1d_q23v with the, tampon in the tube 22, is re 
moved-from the supports‘ l4,_ 2d,, the, string ‘i will 
be found. to be, protruding from the endof the 
smaller tube 253‘; as shown in Fig. 11. 

It willbe clear from the foregoing, that the, 
operation of insertingv a tampon into an appli 
cator may be speedily and accurately performed‘ 
by the meansndescribed. In carryingrout the 
operation,v a? tube 23, is droppedinto the annular 
‘chamber 2i until- it comes to. rest upon the sur 
facesof the table i'8=.at, the bottom of the cham 
ber 28; The, upper end portion oflthentube 23 
will then be found to be extendingabove the top 
of’ tube I4 to the‘ heightoflitheygp'rojectingv part 
of the sleeve 20 showninuFigi, 8.; Next a tube 22;, 
isslipped over thelproiectin‘g part-‘of the tube’ 23,, 
the tube 22 seating on the ?ange it which de 
terminesthe. extant: toxwhichit telescopes with 
the inneritube. 2;}. 1 When- theltwo, tubes 22‘ and; 2i‘;v 
are'placed as described, the compressing tube M 
then descends and the-plunger _I 2; therein forces 
the tamponldozwn intohtheitube 22 untilthe lower 
end; of thetampon contacts with-‘the upper‘end 
of: sleeve" ‘20.,as. well as; with the'upp‘er. end of the 
ejector tube. 23.~; This contactYof the tampon 
with 'the'tube 23 and the sleeve 20 serves to, limit a 
the. extent of insertion of thetampon withinthe 
tube 22 and such insertion is preferabiy madeto, 
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such an extent as to allow a relatively small por 
ticn of the end of the tampon to protrude above 
the top of the tube 23, as indicated at 27 in Fig. 
11. Since the tendency of the compressed sponge 
material is to expand, this projecting part 21? of 
the sponge will spread or expand slightly thus 
forming a protecting soft and compressible head 
that ?ares over the upper edge 28 of the tube 

this part shielding said edge and preventing it 
from harshly contacting with the walls of the 
vagina when inserted therein. 

After the tampon has been inserted into the 
tube 22, the compressing tube It and its plunger 
member ii? ascends so that the two tubes 22 and 

with the tampon contained within the tube 
22, can be lifted as a unit to be packed in a suit 
able container, Cellophane-wrapped or otherwise 
suitably packaged. 
While I have herein described the tampon as 

being of a certain wedge or “keystone” shape and 
having its withdrawal string attached in a par 
ticular manner, it will be obvious that these de 
tails of construction may be altered materially. 
For example, in Figs 12 and 13 the tampon is 
shown as being composed of a piece of sheet'like 
cellulose sponge material transversely folded or 
doubled upon itself on the line 33 to form a body 
of double thickness, the two thicknesses of the 
body being indicated respectively at 3% and 35. 
The withdrawal string 33 is looped about the body 
as shown in Fig. 13 and thereafter the compres“ 
sion and insertion of the tampon into an appli 
cator may be had as described with respect to 
the tampon body of Fig. 2. 
What I claim is: 
1. In the method of making tampons, the step 

of centrally supporting a wedge or keystone 
shaped, ?at section of sponge-like material and 
guiding it into and rotating it within a compress~ 
ing and forming tube to form it into a cylinder 
of substantially uniform diameter. 

2. In the method of making tampons, the steps 
of centrally supporting a wedge or keystone 
shaped, ?at section of sheet material of absorb 
ent nature, guiding it into and rotating it within 
a cylindrical compressing and forming tube and 
then forcing the tampon, then in compressed 
cylindrical form, out of the tube. 

3. In the method of making tampons, the steps 
of supporting a wedge or keystone-shaped, ?at 
section of absorbent sheet material, guiding it 
into and rotating it while forcing it into a cylin 
drical compressing tube and forcing it out of 
said tube and directly therefrom into a tubular 
applicator body. 

4. In the method of making a tampon, the 
steps of cutting a ?at, relatively thick section 
from a sheet of sponge-like material and twist 
ing said section inside of a conical guide and 
therefrom into a cylindrical tube to form it into 
cylindrical shape and then projecting it out of 
said tube and directly into a cardboard applica 
tor tube. 
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5. In the method of making a tampon, the 

steps of cutting a flat, relatively thick wedge 
shaped tampon body from a sheet of compressi 
ble, absorbent material, applying a pull-string 
to the tampon body, guiding the tampon into and 
rotating the tampon within a cylindrical com 
pressing-tube to thereby fold ‘parts of the body 
and compress the body into cylindrical shape, 
and inserting the cylindrical body within a card 
board tube. 

6. In the method of making tampons, the 
steps of forming a tampon into a ?at, substan 
tially wedge-shaped body, gripping said body and 
guiding the same into and rotating the same 
within a cylindrical former to thereby compress 
it into a cylinder of substantially uniform dia 
meter, supporting a pair of tubes in an upstand 
ing position with one of the tubes having a part 
projecting above the top of the other tube, and 
inserting the compressed tampon into the pro 
jecting part of said one tube. 

7. In the method of making tampons, the steps 
of transversely severing a sheet of sponge ma 
terial into a plurality of wedge-shaped sections, 
applying a withdrawal string to each of said 
sections, gripping each section and rotating the 
section, inserting the section into a guide and 
therefrom into a tubular passage while the sec 
tion is being rotated to thereby compress the 
section and cause it to conform in shape to the 
interior of said passage, supporting an applica 
tor tube and an inner push-tube in an upstand 
ing position while said tubes are arranged tele 
scopically and with a part of the applicator tube 
arising above the top of the push-tube, and forc 
ing the compressed tampon section from the pas 
sage and into the applicator tube. 

8. In a method of making tampons as provided 
for in claim 7 and including the step of suction 
ally drawing down the free end of the with 
drawal string through the push-tube while the 
tampon is being inserted into the applicator 
tube. 

JOSEPH R. CROCKF'ORD. 
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